An ab initio molecular dynamics and density functional theory study of the formation of phosphate chains from metathiophosphates.
The reactions that occur between metathiophosphate (MTP) molecules are identified and examined through ab initio molecular dynamics simulations and static quantum chemical calculations at the density functional level of theory. The simulations show that certain types of MTPs can react to yield phosphate chains, while others only dimerize. These differences are rationalized in terms of reaction energies and the electronic structures of these molecules. In the reaction leading to the formation of phosphate chains, the reactive center, a tri-coordinate phosphorus atom, is continually regenerated. A polymerization mechanism linking MTPs to phosphate chains is developed on the basis of these results. This information sheds light on the underlying processes that may be responsible for the formation of phosphates under high-temperature conditions and may prove useful in the development of protocols for the rational synthesis of complex phosphate structures.